In the Mood," and "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" the audience nearly as though the experiment has proven true. The swing fans were squirm-

to the honor ratings, the College of Engineering Department is getting back on work again, after having completed two most enjoyable inspection trips. The electrical and mechanical engineering students have been the leaders of their class since they arrived.

Next Year's Heads Elected By A.S.C.E.: Schmitter President

Chapter Next Month

The election was unusually quiet. Few votes were cast in any race, and the result was announced only a few minutes after polling the last minute by the parties. None of the usual shouting of hecklers, and personal attacks of any of the more prominent members of the Technique. But they are a bad form of grappler at death ole. Kessler, Marshall Mehaffey, Jr., Ralph Givens, and Joseph White for the more hardy souls, they now use the bars in pairs—finger to finger and thumb to thumb—work up a fairly decent technique on the bars, and it isn't very easy to break the grasp.
Athletic Association May Add Gym Equipment

The Athletic Association is seriously considering forming a gymnastics team. If enough of the students are interested in this sport regular practice will begin soon under the guidance of Mr. Fred Lanoue, who is the coach of the swimming team. Mr. Lanoue attended Springfield College where he gained much fame on the famous tumbling team there. Already he is at the gym on Thursday afternoons in giving any requested instructions.

One of the foremost ideas for the team during next year will be to work with the cheerleaders at the football games. Due to the inactivity of this sport in the North it may take a year or two to create enough interest to compete in many intercollegiate contests. However, this sport should prove very interesting to many students as it will surely prove to be a helpful activity at the football games.

Mr. Lanoue will please report at the gym at 5:30 on Thursday afternoon, May 2. This is at Coach Alexander's request. He is very much interested in the forming of this team and hopes to see many candidates at the gym on Thursday.

Summer Sport Coats

SPECIAL PRICE 13.50

Pictures couldn't do them justice; they're such great values. You'll have to see them! Single breasted, lightweight, tweeds, worsteds, flannels. Men's Shop Street Floor

Mechanical Engineers Feted By Faculty

The faculty of the Mechanical Engineering Department entertained the Junior and Senior M.E.'s and their dates at a tea Sunday afternoon at Prof. A. R. Trotter's home.

This lecture will consist of a few cutting remarks.

The smartest looking fabric in the world doesn't make a style-right shirt unless it's cut right. That's why Manhattan Shirts are cut in laying out patterns and trimming them. Manhattan Shirts are streamlined for youth...shaped to body lines. Collars are cut with careful balance. Colored or white, Manhattans are right.

As seen in Esquire

THOMPSON-BOLAND-LEE

Use Your Charge Account
201 Peachtree St., N. E.
Dates At Sport Dance Tonight

Sports clothes will be in order tonight as Gamma Alpha chapter of Sigma Nu entertains with its annual dance. The affair, which will be at Brookhaven Country Club, is to last from 9 to 1 o'clock. Afterwards members and their dates will breakfast at a local waffle shop.

The names of the members and their dates are as follows: Taylor Sams, Commander, with Miss Rosalyn Williams; Charlie Mayo, past Commander, with Miss Jane Noland; Bob Abersold with Miss Betty Williams; Jack Ross with Miss Mary Ann Linder; Ed Price with Miss Kathryne Lanier; Dick Griffith with Miss Sue Stewart; Dick McGregor with Miss Jean Mary Killam; Bill Hogan with Miss Marguerite Wootan; Dan Shorter; Roy McGaughey with Miss Rosalyn Lassiter; Ed Scott with Miss Peggy Morgan; Ed Scott with Miss Peggy (see third column).

No food over 12 hours old

The Varsity

All glasses mechanically washed and sterilized
CURB SERVICE

A hurricane was raging on the Florida Keys. The ship Jifiable was in the grip of the deadly reefs. A whole town echoed to the cry, "Wreck ahead-a-oo-re!" And absurd was one man destined to play a strange part in the life of Loxi Claiborne... Here is a novel seething with drama and danger and the romance of Loxi, whose flashing charm brought to her feet two men from opposite ends of the world. First of six installments this week.

Jubilee was raging on the Florida Keys. The ship Jifiable was in the grip of the deadly reefs. A whole town echoed to the cry, "Wreck ahead-a-oo-re!" And absurd was one man destined to play a strange part in the life of Loxi Claiborne... Here is a novel seething with drama and danger and the romance of Loxi, whose flashing charm brought to her feet two men from opposite ends of the world. First of six installments this week.

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

REAP THE WILD WIND
by THELMA STRABEL begins in this week's Post

I SAW POLAND PLUNDERED. Families matched from their beds in the dead of night. Driven off, they began the long trek to Russia. Tragedy that had fallen into the Grand Canyon—in the dark of night, single-handed—woe to the President, he wanted more explanation... Read Grand Canyon Brain Storm, by William Hazlett Upson. On page 14 of your Post today.

A PRAISE FIGHTER THINK ABOUT?

"I never kissed a pretty girl until I was thirty-two. Wonder what Margie sees in me. Margie won't be a match for me. I'm going to have a hard time of it."

WHAT DOES A PRIZE FIGHTER THINK ABOUT?

"I never kissed a pretty girl until I was thirty-two. Wonder what Margie sees in me. Margie won't be a match for me. I'm going to have a hard time of it."

ALEXANDER Botts joins the LIARS CLUB.

When Barton county expressed its good will to the President, he wanted more explanation... Read Grand Canyon Brain Storm, by William Hazlett Upson. On page 14 of your Post today.

NOW THEY ARE LICKING UNEMPLOYMENT.

Here's Yankee ingenuity! Jobs for 4,000 unemployed pro­duced in one town of only 50,000. In another, WPA rolls cut wildly in half! Read the reports of this spreading move­ment in... They Build Men Into Jobs, by Stanley High.

I. A. R. Wylie... brings you the story of a family that tried to live on hate in "Land's Sake." Also a new yarn by M. G. Chute, Pony-Express Boy... Last chapters in Philip Wylie's Hollywood novel, Salt Water Dogy... Short stories, articles, editorials, cartoons, poems and Post Scripts. All in this week's Saturday Evening Post—now on sale.
ATTENTION SECOND-TERM JUNIORS
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING NOW at the COLLEGE INN
Because stones have risen in price already but if you order before school closes the factory asks no increased price.
Ring will be shipped to your home this summer, at any date you designate.
(Manufactured by Star Engraving Company, Houston, Texas)

COLEGE INN

ZACHRY
by star engraving company

THE BEST WAY TO SET OFF A
PARTY, MODEL RAILROADS—Airplanes—Boats
Casually correct and conservative, these sensors provide plenty of elbow room and adds loads of smartness to your summer get-up.
Shrunk, fabric shrinkage less than 1%. Your local Arrow dealer has a big stock. $2 up.

We're artists in summer clothing—and our new models for 1940 are masterpieces of color, coolness and design.
There's an exhibition at your favorite clothing—each a genuine original signed model

We're artists in summer clothing—and our new models for 1940 are masterpieces of color, coolness and design.
There's an exhibition at your favorite clothing—each a genuine original signed model

Palm Beach
Included are white and summery Airline Suit for campus and all-round wear at $16.75...Evening Forms for gowns at $13.50 (calf and trousers)—and slacks for sports at $5. Goodall Company, Cincinnati.

Tech Trackmen Blast Mississippians
In windy Grant Field Meet; Take Firsts In Twelve Of Fourteen Events
Jackets Have Little Trouble Against Crippled Mississippi Squad; Beats Hands In Best Time

Mississippi's small squad was no match for Tech's imposing array of talent. The Jackets grabbed 12 first places out of 14, and captured every point in eight events. The Mississippi team, lacking practice, its star broad jumper and ringer man, Bowman, injured a week ago, and Cunningham, taken ill just before the 880 event, couldn't possibly score against George Griffin's best, selected from a 10-man squad.

Beals Has High Score
Tommy Beals of Tech was high scorer of the day, also handling in the best time by taking the 220 dash in 22.8 seconds—a good mark under such adverse weather conditions.

The Yellow Jackets dominated the half-mile, two mile, broad jump, shot put, discus, high jump, and mile events. Plastic swept two victories into the bag by winning the two hurdle races.
Cunningham and Hamilton took the only firsts for Mississippi in the 440 and pole vault, respectively.
Perhaps the best performer of the day was an over-ambitious, vagrant "home dog" who thought he could outdistance the half-milers on their second lap. He won the race, but there is no official record of the time; furthermore, he was disqualified.

100 Yard Dash—Won by Pair (T), Beals (T), Beals (T), Pair (T), Bow (T), hooper (T), Beals (M). Time, 10.3 sec.
440 Yard Dash—Won by Cunningham (M), Carter (M), Venable (T), Small (T), Venable (T). Time, 52.6 sec.
220 Low Hurdles—Won by Plaxico (T), Bryan (T), Hooper (T)

The first and second rounds of play in the annual Interfraternity Council tennis tournament have been completed, and matches are now going forward in the quarter-finals.
With competition keen, the tournament should show a fast brand of tennis in the final rounds.

(Continued on page 5)
Double Play In Seventh Shatters Jacket Hopes

Tech's journey to Auburn last weekend was not successful in the won and lost column, but was successful when one considers the quality of game played. Behind the four-hit pitching performance of Charley Kilpatrick, Auburn won 2-0. However, Kilpatrick's fine hurling was no better than our own Pluto Oliver's. Oliver, who went the route for Tech, also allowed only four hits. Only Oliver's misplay in the first and lack of control in the sixth cost him the game.

Again, as earlier in the season in Atlanta, it was Kenmore's big bat that blasted Jacket hopes. Although the big fellow had only one hit in three trips to the plate, it was his two-bagger with two out and one man on that scored the first run in the first stanza. Rollo and McNair also had two-baggers to their credit. Rollo copped individual batting honors with two hits out of four tries.

The Jackets' four hits were evenly divided among Voorhies, Stevens, Lewis, and Gilmer. Tech's chances to score in the seventh were shattered by Auburn's second double play of the game.

Last Friday's game with Auburn was rained out.

Sprained Ankle Bars Goree From Further Practice

During the past week there has been considerable action on the gridiron in connection with spring football practice. Dodd and Hancock, freshman backs, are showing great promise in the workouts this week. Roy Goree will miss several practice sessions because he sprained an ankle; Paul Sprayberry, end, has been partially disabled by an injury to his left hand.

There seems to be slight confusion concerning the exact status of the men who entered school in February. They will not be eligible for posts on the varsity, but will definitely be out for positions on the freshman squad.

Tennis Tournament

(Continued from page 4)

The following matches put the victors into quarter-finals:

Phi Kappa Sig defeated Phi Gamma-KA defeated ATO.

SAK defeated BK.

Sigma Chi defeated Tau Epsilon.

Phi Kappa Phi defeated Phi Delta Theta.

Sigma Nu defeated Chi Phi.

SPC defeated Phi Sigma Kappa.

This Week's Matches

Play-offs will proceed this week as follows:

Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Sigma Chi

Sigma Nu vs. Phi Sigma Kappa

SPC vs. Undetermined.
Now We're Getting Somewhere

We are proud to announce in this issue that the Technique has finally been recognized as an outstanding college newspaper. Since the first issue was published in 1911, the students who published the paper have always felt that Tech should have a paper just as good as that of any other college in the nation, and we are determined to win this rating before another year passes. In order to do this, we will need the full cooperation of the student body and the faculty.

Wesley Fleming

Why is it not possible for the student section of seats at football games to be moved from the 80th to the 50-yard line? All year, the Technique has endeavored to bring this about, but up to the present time no action has been taken by the Athletic Association. Many other schools, especially in the Southeastern and Southern Conferences, have this proposed plan already in effect. It certainly has not hurt the gate receipts of the games in which these schools participated. Tech students get the team their whole-hearted support during the entire football season and sending an entertainment that was so universally enjoyed as that of the Southwest Conference, which the Tech team is so familiar with.

The Technique, speaking for the entire student body, asks the Athletic Association to give the students a better section of seats for the year.

DR. A. J. WALKER

Getting Somewhere

Many visitors, who came to Atlanta last fall to see the team in action, were feeding their cow birdseed. His prof., finding a way to get cheep milk, said, "I think sleep is the most beautiful thing in the world."

—You can come in now."

You like our column or not, we'll get the most beautiful thing in the world.

—Faculty Advisor

We're still not satisfied, though. There is an All-American rating awarded to the best newspapers in the nation, and we are hoping to get the rating. Various arrangements were tried, but there was never a satisfactory one, and we feel sure that if there were a national honor rating for college magazines, they would be among the first.

Student Section On The Fifty

Why is it not possible for the student section of seats at football games to be moved from the 80th to the 50-yard line? All year, the Technique has endeavored to bring this about, but up to the present time no action has been taken by the Athletic Association. Many other schools, especially in the Southeastern and Southern Conferences, have this proposed plan already in effect. It certainly has not hurt the gate receipts of the games in which these schools participated. Tech students get the team their whole-hearted support during the entire football season and sending an entertainment that was so universally enjoyed as that of the Southwest Conference, which the Tech team is so familiar with.

The Technique, speaking for the entire student body, asks the Athletic Association to give the students a better section of seats for the year.

DR. A. J. WALKER

Education And Also Entertainment

The Entertainment Committee is to be congratulated on preparing some fine entertainment for the students. Many visitors, who came to Atlanta last fall to see the team in action, were feeding their cow birdseed. His prof., finding a way to get cheep milk, said, "I think sleep is the most beautiful thing in the world."

—You can come in now."

You like our column or not, we'll get the most beautiful thing in the world.

—Faculty Advisor

We're still not satisfied, though. There is an All-American rating awarded to the best newspapers in the nation, and we are hoping to get the rating. Various arrangements were tried, but there was never a satisfactory one, and we feel sure that if there were a national honor rating for college magazines, they would be among the first.
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